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Abstract

We extend a system-of-systems framework previously proposed by the authors to evaluate the safety and physical resilience of a critical plant exposed to risk of external events. The extension is based on a multistate representation of the different degrees of damage of the individual components and the different degrees of safety of the critical plant. We resort to a hierarchical model representation by Goal Tree Success Tree – Dynamic Master Logic Diagram (GTST – DMLD), adapting it to the framework of analysis proposed. We perform the quantitative evaluation of the model by Monte Carlo simulation. To the best of the author’s knowledge this is the first time that a multistate framework of combined safety and resilience analysis relating the structural and functional behaviour of the components to the system function in a GTST – DMLD logic modelling of a system of systems is adopted in Seismic Probabilistic Risk Assessment. To illustrate the approach, we adopt a case study that considers the impacts produced by an earthquake and its aftershocks (the external events) on a nuclear power plant (the critical plant) embedded in the connected power and water distribution, and transportation networks which support its operation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Resilience is the capacity of a system to survive to aggressions and shocks by changing its non-essential attributes and rebuilding itself [1]; it includes technical, organizational, social and economic facets [2]. In this work, we consider the “physical” resilience of a critical plant exposed to risk of an external event. We limit the analysis to the capacity of recovering from an external aggression or shock, using as representative quantity the recovery time, i.e., the period necessary to restore a desired level of functionality of a system after the shock [2]. For the resistance to the shock and the recovery from the shock, the critical plant is provided with internal emergency devices (internal barriers) to keep it in, or restore it to, a safe state when the main inputs devoted to this purpose fail. Since the internal emergency devices can fail too, we extend the boundaries of the study to the infrastructure systems (external supports) in which the plant is embedded, which also may or may not be left in the conditions to maintain the safety of the plant after the occurrence of a disruptive event. Supporting elements (e.g., roads for access to the sites struck by the disruptive external event) are also considered for the recovery of the failed components of the main inputs, internal barriers and external supports.

We adopt the system-of-systems framework of analysis proposed by the authors in [3] and extend it to a multistate representation where different degrees of damage of the individual components are contemplated [2], [4], [5]. In particular, we consider an original multistate model of structural damage and functional performance at component level, that integrates into a multistate model of safety at system level for well-being analysis [6].

The modelling of the system of systems includes: i) the connections among the main inputs ii) the links among the internal barriers, iii) the dependencies among the external supports, iv) the interdependencies between the systems in i), ii), iii), and the relationships among systems in i), ii), iii) and the recovery supporting elements. We propose a hierarchical model representation by Goal Tree Success Tree – Dynamic Master Logic Diagram (GTST-DMLD) [7]. This provides an efficient and clear description of the system-of-systems complexity through different hierarchical levels of system goals and functions, by the GT, and objects and parts, by the ST. The interrelationships are represented in a DMLD that translates into a dependency matrix and redefined logic gates, e.g., “AND” and “OR”, that assume a different meaning with respect to a binary state model, e.g., Fault Tree [7]. We extend the GTST-DMLD representation adapting it to the framework of analysis proposed. To the best of the author’s knowledge this is the first time that a multistate framework of combined safety and resilience analysis relating the structural and functional behaviour of the components to the
system function in a GTST – DMLD logic modelling of a system of systems is adopted in Seismic Probabilistic Risk Assessment (SPRA). We use Monte Carlo simulation [8], [9], [10] for the probabilistic evaluation of such system of systems considering multiple levels of safety of the critical plant and physical resilience, measured in terms of the time needed to restore the different levels of safety.

To illustrate the approach, we adopt a simplified case study that considers a nuclear power plant (the critical plant) exposed to the risk of an earthquake and its subsequent aftershocks (the external events). The plant is provided with proper internal emergency devices (internal barriers), and embedded in the connected power and water distribution (external supports), and transportation networks (recovery supporting elements) which support its operation and provide resilience to it.

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the multistate model for the safety assessment of a critical plant in a system-of-systems framework is presented; in Section 3, the Goal Tree Success Tree – Dynamic Master Logic Diagram and Monte Carlo simulation are described in relation to Seismic Probabilistic Risk Assessment and within the multistate system-of-systems framework; in Section 4, the case study and the results of the analysis are presented; in Section 5, conclusions are provided. Finally, in Appendix A, an exemplification of qualities, parts and GTST-DMLD within a system-of-systems framework is showed with respect to Sections 2 and 3; in Appendix B, the basic concepts of a Seismic Probabilistic Risk Assessment are introduced, to provide the reference elements needed for the case study; in Appendix C, details of the operative steps of the GTST-DMLD and Monte Carlo simulation for Seismic Probabilistic Risk Assessment are given.

2. MULTISTATE MODEL FOR THE SAFETY ASSESSMENT OF A CRITICAL PLANT WITHIN A SYSTEM-OF-SYSTEMS FRAMEWORK

In Section 2.1, the system-of-systems framework is illustrated with reference to three levels of safety and distinguishing its goal and functions, i.e., its qualities, and its objects, i.e., its parts; in Section 2.2, a multistate model for the system of systems is introduced.
2.1. System-of-systems framework: safety, qualities and parts

When due to an accident the main inputs to a critical plant stop, safety is assured by internal barriers which provide the inputs in the amount necessary for the safety conditions. These barriers are designed to withstand postulated accidents (design basis accidents) and include multiple, independent and redundant layers of defense to compensate for potential human and mechanical failures (defense in depth) [11]. As mentioned in the Introduction (Section 1), we adopt a system-of-systems view [3] extending the analysis to the external supports for emergency management actions and additional, redundant infrastructure systems to provide the safety-required inputs in case of failure of both the main inputs and the first (internal) barriers. In all generality, we consider also recovery supporting elements, as physical components (e.g., roads for access to the site) and organizational elements (e.g., technical competence of operators), that provide help in the recovery of the internal and external safety systems. On the basis of this system-of-systems framework, we can identify three levels of safety distinguishing the internal barriers (first level), the external supports (second level) and the recovery supporting elements (third level), as illustrated in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Safety levels of a system-of-systems framework considering a critical plant in emergency conditions. The first level (top) considers internal barriers; the second one (middle) extends to the external supports; the third one (bottom) accounts for the elements supporting the recovery.](image)

In the present work, for the sake of simplicity, emergency management and organizational supporting elements are not considered. The concept of resilience is limited to the physical characteristics of the components and systems: then, we refer to physical resilience as the underlying concept. On the other hand, the Goal Tree Success Tree Dynamic Master Logic
Diagram (GTST-DMLD) illustrated in Section 3 can accommodate elements of fuzzy logic theory to describe imprecisely known characteristics and logic relations of non-physical facets by linguistic fuzzy terms [7]. For example, specific inputs like the level of experience of the operators can have an impact on the degree of safety of the critical plant in emergency condition: these inputs could be described in the GTST-DMLD by including threshold values [7]. This kind of considerations will be subject of further development in the future research.

In the framework under analysis, we can distinguish between qualities and parts. The former are referred to the goals and functions, i.e., the objectives, of the system of systems; the latter are related to the objects, i.e., the physical elements, that interact with each other to attain the objectives.

In the following, we introduce a formal description of the qualities and parts, which can be organized in hierarchies, with respect to a critical plant $H$ whose state corresponds to the state of its critical element, $E$.

The qualities are identified by the main goal $F^*$ concerning the safety of $H$, i.e., $E$, that is attained by $F_\alpha$, $\alpha = 1, \ldots, N^*$, functions ordered in such a way that the first $r$ directly achieve the goal $F^*$ (i.e., they are principal functions) and the last $N^* - r$ support the first ones (i.e., they are auxiliary functions), as illustrated in Figure 2, on the left. The $F_\alpha$, $\alpha = 1, \ldots, N^*$, functions may be hierarchically divided into other functions that can be further decomposed into other ones until the required level of functional detail is reached. The last $N^* - r$ functions are represented in a parallel branch of the same hierarchy of $F^*$ and they are connected to it by a dashed line to highlight their auxiliary role.

The parts are composed by $N$ infrastructure systems $S^{(a)}$, $a = 1, \ldots, A$, divided in: $n^{MI}$ infrastructure systems of main inputs, $n^{IB}$ internal barriers, $n^{ES}$ external supports, $n^{RS}$ recovery supporting elements (Figure 2, right). Each system $S^{(a)}$, $a = 1, \ldots, A$, can be hierarchically decomposed into other systems that can be in turn divided into other ones until the desired level of detail of system components is reached. Some of the $n^{MI}$, $n^{IB}$ and $n^{ES}$ systems directly provide necessary supplies to the critical element $E$ (i.e., they are principal systems), whereas some others among them are needed for the operation of the principal systems (i.e., they are auxiliary systems); to point out the different role of the last ones, they are connected to the corresponding principal systems by a dashed line (Figure 2, right), as for the functional hierarchy. The $n^{RS}$ recovery supporting elements are considered apart from the other $n^{MI}$, $n^{IB}$ and $n^{ES}$ systems since they are involved in the recovery of system safety.
Notice that in a system-of-systems view only one main function ($F^*$) is analyzed, whereas more than one physical systems, involved in achieving that function, are considered ($S^{(a)}$, $a = 1, \ldots, A$).

For illustration purpose, refer to Appendix A where an exemplification of qualities and parts is given.

2.2. System-of-systems framework: multistate model

The safety assessment of the critical plant is based on multistate modeling. In particular, at component level two aspects are described by the model: structural damage and functionality (Section 2.2.1); at system-of-systems level, only functionality, which is based on the structural and functional states of the components, is considered (Section 2.2.2).

2.2.1. Multistate model at component level: structural damage and functionality

Let us denote as $\eta$, $\eta = 1, \ldots, L$, the generic component in the last level of the physical hierarchies of the systems, $S^{(a)}$, $a = 1, \ldots, A$, where $L$ is the total number of components that are not further decomposed. A disruptive external event can affect both the physical structure and the functional performance of the generic component $\eta$, but not necessarily with a one-to-one correspondence. For example, a road can be affected at different levels of damage by an external event: from no damage to slight (few inches), moderate (several inches) or major (few feet) settlements of the ground. When the road is slightly damaged it can still perform its function (of connection) as in normal condition because the damage is negligible: then, the functional performance associated to the structural states “no damage” and “slightly damage”
is the same. On the other hand, the correspondence between structural and functional states strongly depends on their definition and on the scope of the application, e.g., in a transportation planning the function of the road can be related to the traffic flow per hour and in this case the performance may be reduced even for slight settlements of the ground due to a decreasing speed of the vehicles, leading to a one-to-one correspondence between structural and functional states.

We define as $g_i^\eta$, $i = 1, 2, \ldots, G$, and $z_j^\eta$, $j = 1, 2, \ldots, Z$, the structural and functional states of the generic component $\eta$, respectively, where the indices $i$ and $j$ are ordered such that when $i,j = 1$, the component is fully damaged and cannot perform its function (worst condition); when $i = G$ and $j = Z$, the component shows no damage and can fully perform its function (best condition). Relations exist among the structural and functional states: a structural state corresponds to one functional state but one functional state can be associated to one or more structural states (Figure 3).

The evaluation of the safety of the critical plant is based on the functional state of the components that in turn depends on their structural state. The analysis of the functional state could be enough for evaluating the safety of the critical plant in the case of one-to-one correspondence between structural and functional states. One the contrary, considering more structural states than functional states allows us taking into account hidden (structural) criticalities that can suddenly turn the functionality of a component into a worse state, e.g., upon occurrence of aftershocks. In fact, a same functional state can be reached from different structural states, i.e., from different degrees of damage: even if functional performance is the same, a component with worse structural state is more fragile if exposed to other external events that can further degrade it structurally and at the same time cause a reduction of its functionality. For example, with respect to Figure 3, it can be seen that the functional state $z_j^\eta$, $j = 3$, can be reached when the component $\eta$ is in the structural state $g_i^\eta$, $i = 4, i = 5$ or $i = 6$, but in the case $i = 4$ the component is weaker to withstand subsequent stresses than in the case $i = 6$, and therefore it is more inclined to pass into a lower structural state, i.e., if the structural state is lower than 4 ($g_i^\eta$, $i < 4$), the functionality will be lower than 3 ($z_j^\eta$, $j < 3$). With respect to the example of the road above, when the road is slightly damaged it is more exposed to aftershocks than when it is not damaged.
In the case study exemplification of this work, we consider three structural and functional states, i.e., $g_i^\eta$ and $z_j^\eta$ with $i,j = 1, 2, 3$. They represent risk, marginal and healthy conditions, adopting the scheme of well-being analysis [6]. Denoting as $y_{\eta, \text{min}}$ the lowest output value that it is requested by a component $\eta$ to keep a safe state (it represents the risk threshold) and $y_{\eta, \text{opt}}$ the optimal output value that should be provided by the component $\eta$ to keep a safe state with a safety margin, $sm$, ($sm = y_{\eta, \text{opt}} - y_{\eta, \text{min}}$), we define:

1. **Risk state:**
   - Structural ($g_i^\eta, i = 1$): the component $\eta$ is strongly damaged by the external event.
   - Functional ($z_j^\eta, j = 1$): the component $\eta$ cannot fulfill its function; its output $y^\eta$ is lower than the minimal requested $y_{\eta, \text{min}}$, i.e., $y^\eta < y_{\eta, \text{min}}$.

2. **Marginal state:**
   - Structural ($g_i^\eta, i = 2$): the component $\eta$ is slightly damaged by the external event.
   - Functional ($z_j^\eta, j = 2$): the component $\eta$ can fulfill its function, providing an output $y^\eta$ that is lower than the optimal output $y_{\eta, \text{opt}}$, but higher than the minimal requested, i.e., $y_{\eta, \text{min}} \leq y^\eta < y_{\eta, \text{opt}}$, the safety margin is not satisfied.

3. **Healthy state:**
   - Structural ($g_i^\eta, i = 3$): the component is not damaged by the external event.
   - Functional ($z_j^\eta, j = 3$): the component can fulfill its function, providing an output $y^\eta$ that is equal or higher than the optimal output $y_{\eta, \text{opt}}$, i.e., $y^\eta \geq y_{\eta, \text{opt}}$. 

---

**Figure 3:** Relations between the structural, $g_i^\eta$, $i = 1, 2, ..., G$, and functional $z_j^\eta$, $j = 1, 2, ..., Z$, states for a component $\eta$. 

---
The relations between structural and functional states depend on the scope of the application, as exemplified above, but also on the intrinsic characteristics of the components. The combinations considered for the case study of this work are illustrated in Figure 4 for a generic component $\eta$. The relations among three structural and functional states (Figure 4.a) are typical of elements of the water system since their functional performance is associated to their flow: a reduction of the water flow due to a structural damage means a reduction of their functional performance, e.g., a leak in a pipe reduces the flow capacity. In the following, we refer to these elements as components of the first group. The combinations among three structural states and two functional states (Figure 4.b) occur when a component not damaged ($g^{i\eta}$, $i = 3$) or slightly damaged ($g^{i\eta}$, $i = 2$) can perform totally its function ($z^{i\eta}$, $j = 3$), i.e., the structural damage of state 2 has no effects on the functional performance. The components characterized by these relations are referred to the second group and, for example, they are the road accesses, as shown above, and the elements of the power system, e.g., the power pole that can fulfill its function to carry the power line even if its structure presents some damage. Finally, binary components (Figure 4.c), included in the third group, present two structural and functional states: no degrees of damage are considered since also a slight damage lead a component to loose completely its functionality (e.g., in the case of a valve).

![Figure 4: Three types of relations between the structural, $g^{i\eta}$, $i = 1, 2, \ldots, G$, and functional $z^{i\eta}$, $j = 1, 2, \ldots, Z$, states of a component $\eta$.](image)

### 2.2.2. Multistate model at system-of-systems level: functionality

For the scope of the present application, we are not interested in the definition of an indicator of the structural state of the system of systems but rather in its functional performance, i.e., the degree of fulfillment of the goal function $F^*$ (in this case, the degree of safety of the critical plant $H$). To obtain a functional state at system-of-system level, we combine the systems $S^{(a)}$, $a = 1, \ldots, A$, into $K$ alternative (or redundant) logic paths, $\xi^k_F$, $k = 1, \ldots, K$, that attain the same function $F^*$, as illustrated in Figure 5 for four systems, $S^{(a)}$, $a = 1, \ldots, 4$. 
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Figure 5: Exemplification of the combination of $S(a), a = 1, ..., 4$, systems into 3 redundant logic paths $\xi_k^F, k = 1, ..., 3$, that attain the same function $F^*$.

The functionality of the $S^{(a)}, a = 1, ..., A$, systems is based on the functional performance and on the structural state of the components $\eta, \eta = 1, ..., L$: then, we can identify a healthy, marginal and risk state for these systems on the basis of the states of their components. The functional state of the logic paths, $\xi_k^F, k = 1, ..., K$, is in turn obtained from the states and the reciprocal relationships of the $S^{(a)}, a = 1, ..., A$, systems. Finally, the functional performance at system-of-systems level is determined on the basis of i) how many and which logic paths, $\xi_k^F, k = 1, ..., K$, are available and ii) their functional state. The evaluation of the function $F^*$ is different case by case, depending on the characteristics of the system of systems and on the expert judgment. In the present work, we still consider three functional states, $z_j^H, j = 1, 2, 3$, i.e., risk, marginal and healthy, respectively, for the critical plant $H$. In all generality, we assume that both the healthy and marginal states assure the safety of the critical plant. While the first one can provide inputs to the critical plant by different available $\xi_k^F, k = 1, ..., K$, alternative logic paths, i.e., safety margin is satisfied, the second one can assure inputs by only one of the redundant logic paths without possibility of replacing it in case of its accidental interruptions, i.e., a safety margin is not satisfied. Further details about the multistate model at system-of-systems level adopted in this work are reported in Section 4.2.
3. GOAL TREE SUCCESS TREE – DYNAMIC MASTER LOGIC DIAGRAM AND MONTE CARLO SIMULATION FOR SEISMIC PROBABILISTIC RISK ASSESSMENT WITHIN A MULTISTATE SYSTEM-OF-SYSTEMS FRAMEWORK

3.1. Goal Tree Success Tree - Dynamic Master Logic Diagram

The Goal Tree Success Tree – Dynamic Master Logic Diagram (GTST-DMLD) is a goal-oriented method based on a hierarchical framework [7]. It gives a comprehensive knowledge of the system describing the complex physical systems in terms of functions (qualities), objects (parts) and their relationships (interactions). The first part is developed by the Goal Tree (GT), the second one by the Success Tree (ST) and the third one by the DMLD [7].

The GT identifies the hierarchy of the qualities of the system decomposing the objective of the analysis, i.e., the goal, into functions that are in turn divided into other functions and so on by answering the question “how” they can attain the parent function (looking from top to bottom of the hierarchy) and “why” the functions are needed (looking from bottom to top of the hierarchy). Two types of qualities, i.e., main and support functions, are considered on the basis of their role: the first ones are directly involved in achieving the goal, whereas, the second ones are needed to support and realize the main functions [12]. For example, the goal function of safely generating electric power in a nuclear power plant is attained by many functions as heat generation, heat transport, emergency heat transport, heat to mechanical energy transformation, mechanical to electrical energy transformation [13]. Each of these functions require the support of other functions, e.g., emergency heat transport may require internal cooling [13] or a pump whose function is to “provide pressure” require the support functions “provide ac power”, “cooling and lubrication”, “activation and control” [13].

The ST represents the hierarchy of the objects of the system from the whole system to the parts necessary to attain the last levels of the GT. This hierarchy is built identifying the elements that are “part of” the parent objects. As for the GT, two types of objects are distinguished: main and support objects. The first ones are directly needed to achieve the main functions, whereas the second ones are needed for the operation of the main objects [12]. For example, generating power plants, electric power transmission and distribution networks are the support objects to provide ac power to a pump.
The DMLD is an extension of the Master Logic Diagram (MLD) [7] to model the dynamic behavior of a physical system. It identifies the interactions between parts, functions and parts and functions, in the form of a dependency matrix and it adds the dynamic aspect by introducing time-dependent fuzzy logic [7].

Further details are not given here for brevity sake: the interested reader is referred to the cited literature [12], [7]. In the next Section, the adaption of the GTST-DMLD for a multistate system-of-systems framework is illustrated.

3.2. Goal Tree Success Tree - Dynamic Master Logic Diagram of a system of systems

We adapt the GTST-DMLD presented in Section 3.1 to a proper representation of a system of systems. Figure 6 shows a conceptual scheme of GTST-DMLD for a system of systems.

The Goal Tree (GT) is located at the top; the Success Tree (ST), below the GT, is divided into three different parts to put in evidence the different role and importance of the physical elements with respect to the safety levels introduced in Section 2.1. The main inputs and the internal barriers are placed on the top-left, the external supports on the middle-right and the recovery supporting elements on the bottom.

We call the “main” and “supporting” functions/parts of the original GTST-DMLD representations as “principal” and “auxiliary” functions/parts, respectively, in order to avoid
confusion with the main inputs, the external supports and the recovery supporting elements of
the system-of-systems framework.

The relationships among elements and functions are illustrated by the MLD. In particular, the
connections among components of i) the main inputs, ii) the internal barriers, iii) the external
supports are shown; the interdependencies between the systems i), ii), iii) are depicted; the
links of the recovery supporting elements with the systems i), ii), iii) are indicated; the
connections between the systems i), ii), iii) and the functions of the Goal Tree are given. Two
types of dependencies have been taken into account: direct and support dependencies. The
first ones, identified by a dot in the representation and called in the following “dot-
dependencies”, express the need to have the element on the bottom in operation to achieve
(with respect to a function) or to let working (with respect to an object) the element on the
top. The support dependencies, depicted by a square and called hereafter “square-
dependencies”, mean that the element on the bottom is needed for the recovery of the element
on the top: its failure does not cause the failure of the corresponding elements, but it increases
the recovery time of the connected element in the case that this fails too. It acts like a delay in
the repairing of the connected components. Thus, the square-dependencies are “time
dependent”: when a component does not need recovery they can be neglected, whereas, in the
opposite case, they become fundamental until the complete restoration of the component; at
this point, they can be neglected again. They are key elements of the model for the evolution
in time of the recovery process and they can modify (increase) the total recovery time of the
component that needs to be restored.

The dynamic aspect, consisting in the functional multistate of the components, is represented
by the logic gates “AND” and “OR” that assume the same meaning as in [7] to evaluate the
state of the connected components and functions from the bottom to the top of the diagram:
the minimum and the maximum values of inputs are the output values in case of “AND” and
“OR” gates, respectively. In this state analysis only the dot-dependencies are considered. In
the present work the inputs are discrete states (see Section 2.2) but are not described by fuzzy
intervals as in [7].

On the contrary, in the evaluation of the physical resilience both the dot- and square-
dependencies are included and the logic gates “AND” and “OR” have an opposite meaning
with respect to the state evaluation. In fact, the output values of the “OR” and “AND” gates
are the minimum and the maximum values of the inputs, respectively. In this case, the inputs
are the recovery time values. For example, refer to Figure 7 where two systems $S^{(a)}$, $a = 1$, 2,
contribute to the realization of the function $F^*$ (dot-dependencies) and two other systems $S^{(a)}$,
$a = 3, 4$, are relevant only to allow the recovery of the system $S^{(a)}$, $a = 2$, (square-dependencies). Assuming that $S^{(1)}$ and $S^{(4)}$ are in functional state 3, $z_j^{S(1)}$ and $z_j^{S(4)}$, $j = 3$, with associated recovery time ($RT_{S(1)}$ and $RT_{S(4)}$) equal to 0, and $S^{(2)}$ and $S^{(3)}$ are in state 1, $z_j^{S(2)}$ and $z_j^{S(3)}$, $j = 1$, with associated recovery times ($RT_{S(2)}$ and $RT_{S(3)}$) equal to 2 and 5, respectively, the function $F^*$ is in state 1, $z_j^{F*}$, $j = 1$, since the “AND” gate (G1) means “minimum values between $z_j^{S(1)}$ and $z_j^{S(2)}$”. The time needed to realize the function $F^*$ is 7 ($RT_{F^*} = 7$) since the “AND” gate (G1) means “maximum values between $RT_{S(1)}$ and $RT_{S(2)}$”, where the total time needed to recover $S^{(2)}$ depends on the time to recover $S^{(2)}$ itself and the maximum value (“AND” gate G2) between $RT_{S(3)}$ and $RT_{S(4)}$. Replacing the “AND” gate G2 with an “OR” gate, the total time needed to recover $S^{(2)}$ is 2, since the minimum value between $RT_{S(3)}$ and $RT_{S(4)}$ is zero. Replacing both the “AND” gates, G1 and G2, with two “OR” gates, the function $F^*$ is in state 3, $z_j^{F*}$, $j = 3$, thus, it is not necessary to recover it ($RT_{F^*} = 0$).

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 7:** Example of the use of the “AND” logic gate together with the dot- and square-dependencies for computing the state and the recovery time of the function $F^*$.

In Appendix A, an example of GTST-DMLD is reported.

### 3.3. Monte Carlo simulation for Seismic Probabilistic Risk Assessment within a system-of-systems framework

Within the system-of-systems analysis framework here purported, in the case study of the next Section 4 we wish to evaluate the safety of the critical plant $H$ (a nuclear power plant) exposed to the risk from earthquakes and aftershocks occurrence (see Appendix B), accounting for the structural and functional responses of the systems inside and outside the plant, i.e., main inputs, internal barriers, external supports and recovery supporting elements, through the analysis of the underlying dependency structure. In addition, we wish to
determine the physical resilience of the system of systems, evaluated in terms of the time of recovery of safety states 2 and 3 (marginal and healthy, respectively) of the critical plant. To do this, we adopt the GTST-DMLD representation of the system of systems and Monte Carlo (MC) simulation for the quantitative SPRA evaluation [14]. The simulation procedure is illustrated in Appendix C.

4. CASE STUDY

We recall the case study of [3] concerning the safety of a nuclear power plant (the critical plant), in response to an earthquake (the external hazardous event). The problem is analyzed in a system-of-systems framework, distinguishing main inputs, internal barriers, external supports and recovery supporting elements. We adopt a multistate model to identify different degrees of component damage and, consequently, different degrees of system safety. In particular, at the system level we consider three states of the nuclear power plant of which two correspond to safe conditions (marginal and healthy, see Section 2.2). Safe condition means that the nuclear power plant does not cause health problems and environmental damages, i.e., it does not release radioactive material to the environment. To maintain these conditions it must be provided with energy and water flow inputs to absorb the heat that it generates.

We analyze also the physical resilience of the system of systems, in terms of the time necessary to recover the safe states (marginal and healthy) of the plant including the occurrence of aftershocks that can further degrade the system of systems.

When an earthquake occurs, the critical plant may not receive the input necessary to be kept in, or restored to, a safe state due to the direct impact on its emergency devices and to the damage to the interconnected infrastructures. Two quantities are used to characterize the loss of functionality of the various components of the system of systems embedding the critical plant, upon the occurrence of a damaging external event:

- from the safety viewpoint, the probability that the critical plant remains in marginal and healthy states;
- from the physical resilience viewpoint, the time needed to recover the marginal and healthy states of the critical plant facing the occurrence of aftershocks.

Both quantities are here computed for an earthquake of magnitude equal to 5.5 on the moment magnitude scale.

In Section 4.1, the description of the system studied is given under a number of assumptions which simplify the problem to the level needed to convey the key aspects of the conceptual
system-of-systems framework, while maintaining generality. In Section 4.2, the Goal Tree Success Tree – Dynamic Master Logic Diagram representation of the system-of-systems considered in the case study is given. In Section 4.3, we provide the results of the evaluation of the two quantities of interest above mentioned.

4.1. Description of the system of systems

The critical plant, i.e., the nuclear power plant (NPP), is composed by a Main Feedwater (MFW) system that provides coolant useful to absorb the heat generated and four internal barriers: High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) and Low Pressure Coolant Injection (LPCI) systems that provide water to cool the reactor, an automatic depressurization system (ADS) that reduces the pressure in the reactor vessel and a diesel generator (DG) that can provide the LPCI system with power.

The MFW system is formed by a condenser where the unused steam coming from a turbine is condensed into water that is pumped to the reactor vessel by the feedwater pump (FWP) and pipes (Pi1 and Pi2). In case of accident damaging the MFW system function, the HPCI and LPCI systems need to provide the necessary function. Both systems are composed by a condensate storage tank (CST1 and CST2, respectively), a pump (HPP and LPP, respectively) and pipes (Pi3, Pi4 and Pi5, Pi6, respectively). To operate, the LPCI system needs the automatic depressurization system (ADS) to reduce the pressure inside the vessel. Apart from the pump of the HPCI system that is a turbine-driven pump, the pumps of the MFW and LPCI systems need electrical power to work. This is usually provided by the offsite power and in case of its loss, the emergency diesel generator can be activated to supply the LPP.

The external supports of the critical plant are the offsite power system (EE) and an external water (EW) system. The first one is composed by a generation station (GS) that produces the electrical energy, a substation (S) that transforms the voltage from high to low, power lines and poles (Po1 and Po2) to support them. The second one is formed by the river, i.e., the source of water, a pump (RP) that receives electrical power from the offsite power system and pipes (Pi7 and Pi8) that carry the water.

The recovery supporting elements are the road accesses to the components of the system of systems. The state of the roads is important for access of materials and operators that are needed to restore the components required for the safe state of the critical plant.
Actually, in view of the methodological character of this work, for the sake of simplicity, power lines are not here considered and the assumption is made that the river is not perturbed by the earthquake so that it is a source of water always available.

In Figure 8, the physical representation of the system of systems is reported referring to a spatial plane \((x, y)\) with origin in the river; one type of soil, i.e., soft soil, has been considered.

![Figure 8: Physical representation of the system. GS: Generation Station, S: Substation, Po: Pole, Pi: Pipe, CST: Condensate Storage Tank, RP: River Pump, HPP: High Pressure Pump; FWP: Feedwater Pump; LPP: Low Pressure Pump, ADS: Automatic Depressurization System; DG: Diesel Generator, R: Road access.](image)

Only the road access connected to the generation station, R7 in Figure 8, has an impact on the state of the system of systems because it contributes to the running of the generation station, carrying materials and operators. On the contrary, the other road accesses have no direct impact on the state of the system of systems since they are used only to repair the elements that enter in faulty and marginal states. Therefore, their contribution is not of interest for the evaluation of the safety of the critical plant, but they are relevant for the analysis of the
physical resilience of the system of systems. Given the different role of the road access R7 we will consider it, in the following, as an auxiliary element of the offsite power system.

Figure 9 represents the spatial localization of the system shown in Figure 8 with reference to the reciprocal position of all the components (Figure 9, left) and to the position of the system with respect to the considered earthquake epicenter A(70, 70) (Figure 9, right). The distances on the axes are expressed in kilometers.

Figure 10 shows the graph of the system of systems with respect to the safety levels of Section 2.1. The arrows are directed from one element to another one which depends on it.
4.1.1. Resistance of the components in terms of fragility

We assume that all the components are in a structural state 3 (healthy) when the earthquake occurs. After that, they can remain in the state 3, turn into a state 2 (marginal) or directly pass into a state 1 (risk). If they enter in a state 2, they can degrade to a state 1 as a consequence of subsequent aftershocks.

For illustration purposes, Table 1 reports the fragility parameters $A_m$, $\beta_r$, and $\beta_u$ (see Appendix B.1), adopted in this analysis with reference to the two degrees of damage considered (marginal and risk). In the first three columns, the fragility parameters to enter in a risk state given that the component was in a healthy state are reported; these values are the same adopted by the authors in [3], adding the values for the automatic depressurization system that was not considered in the previous work. The fragility parameters to enter in a marginal state given that the component was in a healthy state are reported in the three columns, in the middle. These values are obtained decreasing arbitrarily the median acceleration capacity, $A_m$, by 40%, assuming that it is easier to enter into a marginal state than in a risk state. In the last
three columns, the fragility parameters to enter into a risk state given that the component was in a marginal state are illustrated. These values are identified by decreasing the median acceleration capacity, \( A_m \), of the healthy state by 55\%, since a component in a marginal state is more prone to pass into a risk state than a component in a healthy state. In Figure 11, the fragility curves obtained by the parameters of Table 1 are depicted: the fragility curves of exceeding a risk threshold given that the initial states were healthy and marginal are illustrated in dashed and solid lines, respectively, the fragility curve of exceeding a marginal threshold given that the initial state was healthy is represented in dotted line.

*Table 1: Fragility parameters used in the present work with respect to the transitions healthy-risk, healthy-marginal and marginal-risk.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Healthy ( \rightarrow ) Risk</th>
<th>Healthy ( \rightarrow ) Marginal</th>
<th>Marginal ( \rightarrow ) Risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generation station</td>
<td>( A_m ) = 0.70, ( \beta_r ) = 0.30, ( \beta_u ) = 0.10</td>
<td>( A_m ) = 0.42, ( \beta_r ) = 0.30, ( \beta_u ) = 0.10</td>
<td>( A_m ) = 0.32, ( \beta_r ) = 0.30, ( \beta_u ) = 0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substation</td>
<td>( A_m ) = 0.90, ( \beta_r ) = 0.40, ( \beta_u ) = 0.30</td>
<td>( A_m ) = 0.54, ( \beta_r ) = 0.40, ( \beta_u ) = 0.30</td>
<td>( A_m ) = 0.41, ( \beta_r ) = 0.40, ( \beta_u ) = 0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power pole</td>
<td>( A_m ) = 0.80, ( \beta_r ) = 0.20, ( \beta_u ) = 0.20</td>
<td>( A_m ) = 0.48, ( \beta_r ) = 0.20, ( \beta_u ) = 0.20</td>
<td>( A_m ) = 0.36, ( \beta_r ) = 0.20, ( \beta_u ) = 0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diesel generator</td>
<td>( A_m ) = 0.70, ( \beta_r ) = 0.40, ( \beta_u ) = 0.20</td>
<td>( A_m ) = 0.42, ( \beta_r ) = 0.40, ( \beta_u ) = 0.20</td>
<td>( A_m ) = 0.32, ( \beta_r ) = 0.40, ( \beta_u ) = 0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipe</td>
<td>( A_m ) = 1.88, ( \beta_r ) = 0.43, ( \beta_u ) = 0.48</td>
<td>( A_m ) = 1.13, ( \beta_r ) = 0.43, ( \beta_u ) = 0.48</td>
<td>( A_m ) = 0.85, ( \beta_r ) = 0.43, ( \beta_u ) = 0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pump</td>
<td>( A_m ) = 0.20, ( \beta_r ) = 0.20, ( \beta_u ) = 0.30</td>
<td>( A_m ) = 0.12, ( \beta_r ) = 0.20, ( \beta_u ) = 0.30</td>
<td>( A_m ) = 0.09, ( \beta_r ) = 0.20, ( \beta_u ) = 0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condensate storage tank / Condenser</td>
<td>( A_m ) = 0.20, ( \beta_r ) = 0.10, ( \beta_u ) = 0.10</td>
<td>( A_m ) = 0.12, ( \beta_r ) = 0.10, ( \beta_u ) = 0.10</td>
<td>( A_m ) = 0.09, ( \beta_r ) = 0.10, ( \beta_u ) = 0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic depressurization system</td>
<td>( A_m ) = 1.5, ( \beta_r ) = 0.3, ( \beta_u ) = 0.3</td>
<td>- &amp; - &amp; -</td>
<td>- &amp; - &amp; -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Road</td>
<td>( A_m ) = 0.30, ( \beta_r ) = 0.30, ( \beta_u ) = 0.20</td>
<td>( A_m ) = 0.18, ( \beta_r ) = 0.30, ( \beta_u ) = 0.20</td>
<td>( A_m ) = 0.14, ( \beta_r ) = 0.30, ( \beta_u ) = 0.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 11: Fragility curves as a function of the peak ground acceleration (PGA) \([\text{m/s}^2]\) for the following components: Generation Station (GS), Substation (S), Power Pole (Po), Diesel Generator (DG), Automatic Depressurization System (ADS), Road Access (R), Condensate Storage Tank (CST), Condenser (Cond), Pump, Pipe (Pi). The fragility curves of exceeding a risk threshold given that the initial states were healthy and marginal are illustrated in dashed and solid lines, respectively, the fragility curve of exceeding a marginal threshold given that the initial state was healthy is represented in dotted line.

Notice that the automatic depressurization system presents fragility parameters only to enter into a risk state from a healthy state, since we describe it with a binary state model: with respect to the taxonomy of combinations of structural and functional states introduced in Section 2.2.1, it belongs to the third group of components.

On the contrary, we consider the pumps and pipes in the first group (three structural and three functional states) since their functional performance is associated to the water flow. For the sake of simplicity, the condensate storage tank and the condenser are included in the second group even if they concern the water flow. The elements of the power systems and the road access belong to the second group too, since a slight damage in their parts does not affect their functionality: a power pole can or cannot support the power lines, a generation station can or
cannot produce the quantity of energy requested, a road can or cannot provide access to the connected component.

Table 2 reports examples of structural damage to show the meaning of a specific component being in a healthy, marginal or risk states. These values have been extracted from [15] where five levels of structural damage (none, slight/minor, moderate, extensive, complete) are identified for some components of the power, water and transportation systems. For example, for a substation a *slight damage* is defined as the failure of 5% of the disconnected switches, or the failure of 5% of the circuit breakers, or by the building being in minor damage state; a *moderate damage* is defined as the failure of 40% of the disconnected switches, or the failure of 40% of the circuit breakers, or the failure of 40% of the current transformers, or by the building being in moderate damage state; an *extensive damage* is defined as the failure of 70% of the disconnected switches, or the failure of 70% of the circuit breakers, or the failure of 70% of the current transformers, or by the building being in extensive damage state; a *complete damage* is defined as the failure of all disconnected switches, or the failure of all the circuit breakers, or the failure of all the current transformers, or by the building being in complete damage state [15]. In the Table, the values are grouped into the three structural states: healthy (i.e., none damage) marginal (i.e., slight/minor and moderate) and risk (i.e., extensive and complete). The structural state for the pipes is taken from [16] that distinguish between small (< 2%), intermediate (2% ÷ 10%) and large breaks (> 10%). Here it is considered that the marginal state includes the small and intermediate breaks.

In Table 2, also the functional performance of a component that is in a specific state is reported. Values of flow are identified for the components of the group 1; whereas percentages of 100% or 0% of functionality are associated with the components of the groups 1 and 2 that have binary functional states. To identify the flow values, we consider that in shutdown conditions the flow rate to cool the reactor is between 4625 gpm [16] and 5010 gpm [17]. Therefore, a component of a water system of the group 3 is in a healthy functional state if it can provide a quantity of water equal or higher than 5010 gpm, it is in a marginal functional state if it can provide a quantity in the interval 4625 gpm - 5010 gpm, otherwise it is in a risk functional state.

Note that, in this work we have not considered interdependence between structural and functional thresholds since we have assumed that the functionality depends on the structural state. A further study will be performed to identify the correspondence between structural and functional state quantitatively, or to determine fragility curves that are based on multiple limit
states parameters and can include both the aspects of structural safety and functionality, as illustrated in [18].

Table 2: Physical meaning of structural damage and functional performance with respect to the healthy, marginal and risk states of the components of the case study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Structural damage</th>
<th>Functional performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pumps (FWP, HPP, LPP, RP)</strong></td>
<td>Healthy</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>5010 [gpm]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marginal</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4625 ÷ 5010 [gpm]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>&lt; 4625 [gpm]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pipes (Pi1, …, Pi8)</strong></td>
<td>Healthy</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>5010 [gpm]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marginal</td>
<td>0 ÷ 10% (break size)</td>
<td>4625 ÷ 5010 [gpm]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>&gt; 10% (break size)</td>
<td>&lt; 4625 [gpm]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Condensate Storage Tank (CST1 and CST2) / Condenser</strong></td>
<td>Healthy</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marginal</td>
<td>Damage without loss of its content or with minor loss of content</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>Major damage with loss of its contents</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Automatic Depressuriz. System (ADS)</strong></td>
<td>Healthy</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>&gt; 0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Generation Station (GS)</strong></td>
<td>Healthy</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marginal</td>
<td>Turbine tripping, building in minor/moderate damage state…</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>Considerable damage to motor driven pumps or building in extensive damage state…</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Substation (S)</strong></td>
<td>Healthy</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marginal</td>
<td>0 ÷ 40% failure of the disconnected switches, or of the circuit breakers, or of the current transformers…</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>&gt; 40% failure</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pole (Po1 and Po2)</strong></td>
<td>Healthy</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marginal</td>
<td>0 ÷ 12% failure of distribution circuits</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>&gt; 12% failure</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diesel Generator (DG)</strong></td>
<td>Healthy</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marginal</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Roads (R1, …, R7)</strong></td>
<td>Healthy</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marginal</td>
<td>Slight/moderate settlement (few/several inches) or offset of the ground</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>Major settlement of the ground (few feet)</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1.2. Physical resilience in terms of time of recovery

The physical resilience of the system of systems is quantified in terms of the time needed to recover the healthy state of the critical plant starting from a risk and marginal state, and its marginal state starting from a risk state. To compute this, the evolution in time of the system of systems is included in the SPRA framework.

As illustrated in the procedure of Appendix C, the recovery time of the nuclear power plant is computed starting from the recovery time of the individual components and analyzing the dependency structure identified by the GTST-DMLD.

To account for the uncertainty in the duration of the recovery, lognormal distributions have been associated to the recovery time of the individual components. Table 3 shows the means and the error factors used in this study to recover the safety i) from risk to healthy state (first two columns), ii) from marginal to healthy state (two columns in the middle) and iii) from risk to marginal state (last two columns). The values of recovery from risk to healthy state are the same used by the authors in [19] and they are based on the following consideration. The time to recover a component depends on its size, its location, the type of damage and easiness to locate the failure. It is assumed that the components inside the nuclear power plant need more time for the recovery than the components outside. In particular, this happens when it is necessary to replace part of the component or the entire component given its huge dimensions and the difficulty to operate inside the plant. For this reason, we have assumed that the mean of the time needed to recover the pump inside the nuclear power plant is larger than that needed for the pump outside. The large mean value of the time to recover the condensate storage tanks and condenser is due to their size, location inside the plant and difficulty in restoration. The time to physically repair a pipe could be very short (even few hours), but we have assumed a mean value equal to 4 days to account for the potential difficulty in locating the break. The diesel generator has a time of repair with a high uncertainty (error factor equal to 5), because it may vary significantly depending on the type of damage. The components with lowest mean value of the recovery time are the power pole, the road, the generation station and the substation that are outside the plant; the latter are affected by large uncertainty (error factors of 5 and 10, respectively), because their recovery depends on the intensity of the damage, e.g., a generation station can be slightly perturbed by the earthquake and its repairing can last few hours but it can also be destroyed, and in this case the time to build it again is obviously much higher. Finally, also the automatic depressurization system, even if inside the
plant, presents a short recovery time, because we assume that it is easy to replace it with another one.

The mean values of recovery for the cases ii) and iii) above are identified by considering that the time to recover a component from risk to marginal state is longer than that from marginal to healthy state and their sum is equal to the direct recovery from risk to healthy state. Thus, we define the mean values for the cases ii) and iii) as the 30% and 70%, respectively, of the mean value from risk to healthy state.

Table 3: Mean, μ, and Error Factor, EF, of the recovery time lognormal distribution used in the present work with respect to the transitions risk-healthy, marginal-healthy, risk-marginal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Risk → Healthy</th>
<th>Marginal → Healthy</th>
<th>Risk → Marginal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>μ [days]</td>
<td>EF</td>
<td>μ [days]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generation station</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Pole</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diesel Generator</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipe</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pump (inside the plant)</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>52.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pump (outside the plant)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condensate storage tank / Condenser</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>52.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic depressurization system</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Road</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. GTST-DMLD and physical resilience of the system of systems

Figure 12 shows the GTST-DMLD of the system of systems depicted following the scheme of Figure 6 and on the basis of the graph of Figure 10. The goal function is the safety of the nuclear power plant assured by water inputs (i.e., the principal function) that can be provided by four different alternative paths ($\xi_k^{\text{Water}}$, $k = 1, \ldots, 4$): the main feedwater system ($\xi_1^{\text{Water}}$), the high pressure coolant injection system ($\xi_2^{\text{Water}}$), the combination of low pressure coolant injection and depressurization systems ($\xi_3^{\text{Water}}$), the external water system ($\xi_4^{\text{Water}}$). The power coming from outside (Ext) or inside (Int) the plant is an auxiliary function to support the operation of most of the water systems. For the explanation of the logic gates, of dot- and square- dependencies, see Section 3.2.

It can be seen that the components among the systems MFW, HPCI, LPCI, EW, EE are connected in series for the presence of the “AND” gates. The systems IE, DS, R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6 and R7 are composed by only one component. Finally, the systems EE and IE are in
parallel with respect to the LPCI system, as the roads R1 and R2 with reference to the components inside the nuclear power plant (“OR” gates).

Following the rules of the “AND” and “OR” gates, it is possible to compute the state and the mean time to recover the paths $\xi_k^{Water}$, $k = 1, \ldots, 4$, and, then, the safety and the recovery of the nuclear power plant. For example, the mean time to recover $\xi_k^{Water}$, $k = 1$, is the maximum between the mean times to recover the MFW system and the EE system:

$$E[\xi_1^{Water}] = \max(E[RT_{MFW}], E[RT_{EE}]),$$

where $E[RT_{MFW}]$ is the maximum expected value between the components of the MFW system and the minimum expected value of the two road accesses connected to them, and $E[RT_{EE}]$ is the maximum expected value between the components of the EE system and their road accesses:

$$E[RT_{MFW}] = \max(E[RT_{P2}], E[RT_{FWP}], E[RT_{P1}], E[RT_{Cond}], \min(E[RT_{R1}], E[RT_{R2}]))$$

$$E[RT_{EE}] = \max(E[RT_{P2}], E[RT_{P1}], E[RT_{S}], E[RT_{GS}], E[RT_{R7}], E[RT_{R6}], E[RT_{R5}], E[RT_{R4}])$$

In Table 4, for illustration purposes, the expected values of the time needed to recover the paths $\xi_k^{Water}$, $k = 1, \ldots, 4$, into a marginal and healthy state are reported assuming that all the components are in state 1 (first two columns) and, then, that all of them are in state 2.

| Table 4: Expected values of recovery time to turn the nuclear power plant into a healthy and marginal state assuming all the components in a risk state, in the first two columns, and all the components in a marginal state, in the last column. |
|-----------|----------------|----------------|
| E[\xi_1^{Water}] [days] | 75 | 52.5 | 22.5 |
| E[\xi_2^{Water}] [days] | 75 | 52.5 | 22.5 |
| E[\xi_3^{Water}] [days] | 75 | 52.5 | 22.5 |
| E[\xi_4^{Water}] [days] | 5 | 3.5 | 1.5 |
Figure 12: GTST – DMLD of the case study. MFW: Main Feedwater System; HPCI: High Pressure Coolant Injection System; LPCI: Low Pressure Coolant Injection System; IE: Internal Energy System; DS: Depressurization System; EW: External Water System; EE: Offsite power system; R: Road access; GS: Generation Station, S: Substation, Po: Pole, Pi: Pipe, CST: Condensate Storage Tank, Cond: Condenser; RP: River Pump, HPP: High Pressure Pump; FWP: Feedwater Pump; LPP: Low Pressure Pump, ADS: Automatic Depressurization System; DG: Diesel Generator.
The states at system-of-systems level depend on the degrees of achievement of the goal function (Section 2.2.2). Since in the present case study the goal function can be attained by four different alternative paths ($\tilde{\xi}_1^{\text{Water}}, \tilde{\xi}_2^{\text{Water}}, \tilde{\xi}_3^{\text{Water}}$ and $\tilde{\xi}_4^{\text{Water}}$), their states identify the state of the nuclear power plant. We assume that to be in a healthy state at least one path among $\tilde{\xi}_1^{\text{Water}}, \tilde{\xi}_2^{\text{Water}}$ and $\tilde{\xi}_3^{\text{Water}}$, (i.e. water from the main input or the designed internal barriers) should be in state 3, i.e., healthy, and another path, including also $\tilde{\xi}_4^{\text{Water}}$ (water from the external support), should be at least in state 2, i.e., marginal or healthy. To be in a marginal state, it is necessary that at least one path among $\tilde{\xi}_1^{\text{Water}}, \tilde{\xi}_2^{\text{Water}}, \tilde{\xi}_3^{\text{Water}}$ and $\tilde{\xi}_4^{\text{Water}}$ is at least in state 2. All the other combinations lead the nuclear power plant plant into a risk state.

Table 5 reports the combination of the states of the possible paths $\tilde{\xi}_k^{\text{Water}}, k = 1, \ldots, 4$, that bring the nuclear power plant into a healthy, marginal or risk state.

### Table 5: Definition of risk, marginal and healthy states at system-of-systems level with respect to the states of the alternative paths $\tilde{\xi}_k^{\text{Water}}, k = 1, \ldots, 4$, that can assure the safety of the nuclear power plant. In the empty space, any state is possible.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Safe</th>
<th>$\tilde{\xi}_1^{\text{Water}}$</th>
<th>$\tilde{\xi}_2^{\text{Water}}$</th>
<th>$\tilde{\xi}_3^{\text{Water}}$</th>
<th>$\tilde{\xi}_4^{\text{Water}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Safe</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marginal</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.3. Results

The Monte Carlo simulation for Seismic Probabilistic Risk Assessment illustrated in Section 3.3 and Appendix C has been applied to the case study of Section 4.1 for an earthquake with moment magnitude equal to 5.5 at the epicenter of coordinates (x, y) = (70, 70) (Figure 9, right). The number of earthquake simulations ($N_T$) is 2000 and the number of recovery time
simulations \( N_{RT} \) for each components configuration that turns the nuclear power plant (NPP) into a risk or marginal state is 4000.

### 4.3.1. Safety

Figure 13 shows the comparison of the estimated mean probability that the NPP turns into the states 1 (risk), 2 (marginal) and 3 (healthy), considering multistate and binary state models for the components. As expected, the probability to enter into the risk state is similar for both models (equal to 0.332) and obviously the probability to turn into a marginal state is zero for the binary state model, since this state is not contemplated in such a model.

![Figure 13](image)

*Figure 13: Estimate of the probability that the nuclear power plant reaches a risk (1), marginal (2) and healthy (3) state upon occurrence of an earthquake of moment magnitude equal to 5.5, in the case of multistate (grey) and binary state (black) models.*

It can be noticed that the multistate model identifies a criticality in the safety of the NPP, since it shows that the NPP is mostly in a marginal state (0.605). This means that safety margins are not satisfied, and the NPP could be exposed to aftershocks. On the contrary, the binary state model considers these marginal situations as completely safe (healthy), thus underestimating these situations.

Figure 14 shows the same comparison as in Figure 13, except that, for each of the \( N_T \) configurations a sequence of aftershocks is simulated \( N_{RT} \) times. These values have been obtained by adding (and/or subtracting) to the values of Figure 13, the transition probabilities (Table 6, third column) to enter in (and/or to exit from) the states 1, 2 and 3. These are obtained by the multiplication of the probabilities that the NPP enters in a certain state after the earthquake (values of Figure 13) and the conditional transition probabilities (Table 6, second column) that the NPP degrades into worse states upon the occurrence of aftershocks, given the state in which it entered after the earthquake.
Figure 14: Estimate of the probability that the nuclear power plant reaches a risk (1), marginal (2) and healthy (3) state upon occurrence of an earthquake of moment magnitude equal to 5.5 and upon occurrence of subsequent aftershocks, in the case of multistate (grey) and binary state (black) models.

Table 6: Conditional transition probabilities, given that the NPP entered in a given state after an earthquake (second column), and transition probabilities that the NPP remains in the same state or turns into another (lower) one after the occurrence of a sequence of aftershocks (third column) for the multistate and binary state models. The transitions considered are reported in the first column.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>States transition (from -&gt; to)</th>
<th>Conditional transition probability</th>
<th>Transition probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multistate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 -&gt; 1</td>
<td>0.3861</td>
<td>0.2334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 -&gt; 2</td>
<td>0.6139</td>
<td>0.3711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 -&gt; 1</td>
<td>0.0597</td>
<td>0.0038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 -&gt; 2</td>
<td>0.4987</td>
<td>0.0317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 -&gt; 3</td>
<td>0.4416</td>
<td>0.0280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 -&gt; 1</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.3320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary state</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 -&gt; 1</td>
<td>0.0254</td>
<td>0.0170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 -&gt; 3</td>
<td>0.9746</td>
<td>0.6510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 -&gt; 1</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.3320</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Figure 14, it can be seen that, after a sequence of aftershocks, the probability of the NPP to turn into a risk state is higher in the case of the multistate model (i.e., 0.569) than in the case of the binary state model (i.e., 0.349). This is due to the higher probability that the marginal state of the multistate model turns into a risk state (0.2334, in Table 6) with respect to the probability that the healthy state of the binary state model turns into a risk state (0.0170, in Table 6). The first result depends on the definition of marginal state at component and at system-of-systems levels: i) the components in state 2 are more fragile to withstand aftershocks (as explained in Section 2.2.1) and ii) in the present simulation, the configurations of the marginal state of the system of systems after the occurrence of the earthquake are composed mostly (with probability 0.6940) by only one path $\xi_k^{Water}$, $k = 1, \ldots, 4$, in state 2 and the others in state 1: thus, they are more exposed to the occurrence of aftershocks than
configurations composed by all the paths $\xi_k^{Water}$, $k = 1, \ldots, 4$, in state 2 (this situation occurs with probability equal to 0.007). Instead, the low probability value for the transition from healthy state to risk state for the binary state model is explained by the fact that, in this case, there is no distinction among structural and functional state, since they coincide. Therefore, when the NPP is a healthy state also the components are in a structural and functional healthy state.

4.3.2. Physical resilience

In the following, the results of evaluation of the physical resilience of the system of systems are reported. In particular, for the configurations that lead the NPP into a risk state, the recovery from a state 1 to a state 2 (Figure 15 a), from state 2 to state 3 (Figure 15 b), from state 1 to state 3, direct and total (Figure 15 c and d, respectively), is analyzed and, for the configurations that lead the NPP into a marginal state, the recovery from a state 2 to a state 3 (Figure 15 e) is considered.

![Figure 15: Illustration of the transitions considered (bold lines) for the analysis of the recovery time with respect to the functional state, $z^{NPP}$, of the nuclear power plant (NPP).](image)

Figure 16 shows the probability density function (PDF) (on the left) and the respective cumulative distribution function (CDF) (on the right) of the time necessary to restore the marginal state of the nuclear power plant from a risk state. As illustrated in the Figure, the transition into a marginal state of the NPP depends on the transition of one of the alternative logic paths $\xi_k^{Water}$, $k = 1, \ldots, 4$, into a state 2. The mean of the distribution is 2.6 days.
Figure 16: Probability density function (PDF) (on the left) and respective cumulative distribution function (CDF) (on the right) of the time (RT) necessary to restore the marginal state (2) of the nuclear power plant (NPP) from a risk state (1).

In Figure 17, the frequency of the paths $\xi_k^{\text{Water}}$, $k = 1, \ldots, 4$, that perform the transition into the states 2 or 3 to lead the NPP in a marginal state are reported on the left, and the details of the frequency of the systems MFW, HPCI, LPCI, DS, IE, EW and EE to be in healthy, marginal or risk state are illustrated, on the right, with respect to Figure 16.

Figure 17: Left: frequency of the paths $\xi_k^{\text{Water}}$, $k = 1, \ldots, 4$, that performing a transition into the states 2 or 3 turn the nuclear power plant into a marginal state with respect to Figure 16; Right: corresponding frequency of the Main Feedwater (MFW) system, High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) system, Low Pressure Coolant Injection (LPCI) system, Depressurization System (DS), Internal Energy (IE) system, External Water (EW) system and offsite power (EE) system to be in risk (1), marginal (2) or healthy (3) state.

It can be seen that the transition from the state 1 to the state 2 is mainly due to the path $\xi_4^{\text{Water}}$, $k = 4$, that is formed by the external water system. This system can also turn directly into a state 3 with probability 0.21 (Figure 17, on the right).
Figure 18 shows the probability density function (on the left) and the respective cumulative distribution function (on the right) of the time necessary to restore the healthy state of the nuclear power plant from a marginal state given that the plant entered in a risk state after the occurrence of the earthquake, i.e., after the recovery from risk to marginal state. As shown in Table 5, the recovery of the healthy state requires that i) at least one path among $\xi_k^{\text{Water}}, k = 1, \ldots, 3$, is in state 3, and ii) another one is in state 2, including also $\xi_k^{\text{Water}}, k = 4$.

From the recovery from state 1 to state 2, $\xi_k^{\text{Water}}, k = 4$, is in a state higher than 1 with probability equal to 0.814 (Figure 17, left), thus, the PDF of Figure 18 presents mainly the transition of the first condition, i.e., one path among $\xi_k^{\text{Water}}, k = 1, \ldots, 3$, should turn into a state 3. The distribution presents three peaks: the first one with mean equal to 2.3 days can be due to i) the short recovery of some components, e.g., pipes, of the paths $\xi_k^{\text{Water}}, k = 1, \ldots, 3$, from state 2 to state 3 or ii) the recovery of the path $\xi_k^{\text{Water}}, k = 4$, to state 2, when one of the $\xi_k^{\text{Water}}, k = 1, \ldots, 3$, paths has previously entered in state 3 in the transition of the NPP from state 1 to state 2. The second peak with mean equal to 21 days is due to the recovery of one of the paths $\xi_k^{\text{Water}}, k = 1, \ldots, 3$, that has entered previously in a state 2; and the third one, with mean equal to 70 days is due to the recovery of one path among $\xi_k^{\text{Water}}, k = 1, \ldots, 3$, from state 1 to state 2, and then from state 2 to state 3 or directly from state 1 to state 3. Notice that with very low probability, i.e., around $10^{-5}$, the recovery can take from 115 to 151 days to be carried out, as illustrated in the zoom in Figure 18. As explained in the following, this is due to the presence of aftershocks that in few cases can have a strong impact on the system recovery.

Figure 18: Probability density function (PDF) (on the left) and respective cumulative distribution function (CDF) (on the right) of the time (RT) necessary to restore the healthy state (3) of the nuclear power plant (NPP) from a marginal state (2) given that it entered in a risk state (1) after the earthquake occurrence.
In Figure 19, the frequency of the paths $\xi_k^{\text{Water}}$, $k = 1, \ldots, 4$, that perform the transition into the states 2 and 3 to lead the NPP in a healthy state are reported, on the left, and the details of the frequency of the systems MFW, HPCI, LPCI, DS, IE, EW and EE to be in healthy, marginal or risk state are illustrated, on the right, with respect to Figure 18.

![Figure 19: Left: frequency of the paths $\xi_k^{\text{Water}}$, $k = 1, \ldots, 4$, that performing a transition into the states 2 or 3 turn the nuclear power plant into a healthy state with respect to Figure 18; Right: corresponding frequency of the Main Feedwater (MFW) system, High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) system, Low Pressure Coolant Injection (LPCI) system, Depressurization System (DS), Internal Energy (IE) system, External Water (EW) system and offsite power (EE) system to be in risk (1), marginal (2) or healthy (3) state.](image)

The external water system is in state 3 with probability 0.97 (Figure 19 on the right). Looking to the other three paths it can be seen that their contribution is similar, slightly higher for $\xi_1^{\text{Water}}$ that has previously reached the state 2 with higher probability than $\xi_2^{\text{Water}}$ and $\xi_3^{\text{Water}}$, as shown in Figure 17, on the left.

The direct transition of the nuclear power plant from state 1 to state 3 occurs with very low probability, i.e., 0.003 in this simulation, thus, the results of the recovery time are not reported here. However, they are include in Figure 22, where the probability density function and the respective cumulative distribution function of the total time necessary to restore the healthy state of the nuclear power plant, given that the plant entered in a risk state after the occurrence of the earthquake, is reported in comparison with the PDF and CDF obtained by a binary state model.

Figure 20 shows the probability density function (on the left) and the respective cumulative distribution function (on the right) of the time necessary to restore the healthy state of the nuclear power plant, given that the plant entered in a marginal state after the occurrence of the earthquake.
This distribution presents the same three peaks (with means equal to 2.6, 22.3 and 73.2) as the recovery from state 2 to 3 given that the NPP has entered in a state 1 after the earthquake (Figure 18). The explanation of the shape of the distribution is the same as that reported for Figure 18, since the initial state, i.e., the marginal state of the NPP, is the same for both the recovery. The difference in the probability values of the peaks (higher for the first two peaks and lower for the third one) depends on the initial configuration of the marginal state: in the case of Figure 18, the starting configuration before the transition is composed by just one path $\xi_k^{\text{Water}}, k = 1, \ldots, 4$, in state 2 (or exceptionally in state 3, as illustrated in Figure 17) since it is obtained from the recovery of the NPP from state 1 to 2, whereas in the case of Figure 20, more configurations are possible, e.g., the configuration given by more than one path $\xi_k^{\text{Water}}, k = 1, \ldots, 4$, in state 2 occurs with probability 0.306. Thus, the recovery can be shorter with higher probability.

Figure 20: Probability density function (PDF) (on the left) and respective cumulative distribution function (CDF) (on the right) of the time (RT) necessary to restore the healthy state (3) of the nuclear power plant (NPP), given that it entered in a marginal state (2) after the earthquake occurrence.

In Figure 21, the frequency of the paths $\xi_k^{\text{Water}}, k = 1, \ldots, 4$, that perform the transition into the states 2 and 3 to lead the NPP in a healthy state are reported on the left, and the details of the frequency of the systems MFW, HPCI, LPCI, DS, IE, EW and EE to be in healthy, marginal or risk state are illustrated, on the right, with respect to Figure 20.
Figure 21: Left: frequency of the paths $\xi_k^{\text{Water}}$, $k = 1, \ldots, 4$, that by performing a transition into the states 2 and 3 turn the nuclear power plant into a healthy state with respect to Figure 20; Right: frequency of the Main Feedwater (MFW) system, High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) system, Low Pressure Coolant Injection (LPCI) system, Depressurization System (DS), Internal Energy (IE) system, External Water (EW) system and offsite power (EE) system to be in risk (1), marginal (2) or healthy (3) state.

The contribution of the paths $\xi_k^{\text{Water}}$, $k = 1, \ldots, 3$, to turn the NPP into a healthy state is similar (frequency around 0.3).

Figure 22 shows the comparison among the probability density function (on the left) and the respective cumulative distribution function (on the right) of the time necessary to restore the healthy state of the nuclear power plant, given that the plant entered in a risk state after the occurrence of the earthquake, by multistate (solid line) and binary state (dashed line) models.

The PDF obtained by the binary state model is shifted at low values with mean equal to 4.31 days, whereas the PDF resulted from the multistate model presents three peaks with means...
3.2, 22.4, 73 days, the peak with highest mean being widely dominating the other two in probability mass terms. The binary state model results in a short time for the NPP to recover its full safety; the multistate model instead leads to a different conclusion, that is: the time to reach a healthy state is short with low probability (the first peak has probability mass equal to 0.06), due to few "lucky" configurations of failed components that can be easily recovered after the earthquake, but it is higher with large probability (a probability mass of 0.18 concentrated around the second peak of 21.4 days and a probability mass of 0.76 around 73 days.

Comparing the results obtained by the binary state model with those of the multistate model for the recovery of the marginal state (Figure 16), it can be seen that the time needed to recover the NPP to a marginal state (mean value equal to 2.6), is lower than that required by the binary state model to recover the healthy state. In conclusion, the above results show the importance of resorting to a multistate modelling framework, to capture the insight that safety is reached faster than as resulting from a simplistic binary state assumption, but on the other hand, it is recognized that such safety is not “complete” with respect to the required safety margins, for the achievement of which more time is needed.

From the recovery viewpoint, there is a slight difference between the results given by a multistate model considering and not considering aftershocks when short recovery from a risk state, e.g., from a risk to a marginal (or directly to a healthy) state, are considered, since the component in a risk state cannot degrade further if an aftershock occurs. On the contrary, the impact of the aftershocks in the recovery can be seen in the transition from a marginal to a risk state, as illustrated in Figure 23 where the comparison of the probability density functions (on the left) and the respective cumulative distribution functions (on the right) of the time necessary to restore the healthy state of the nuclear power plant, given that the plant entered in a marginal state after the occurrence of the earthquake considering (solid line) and not considering (dashed line) the occurrence of aftershocks, is illustrated.
Figure 23: Comparison of the probability density functions (PDFs) (on the left) and respective cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) (on the right) of the time (RT) necessary to restore the healthy state (3) of the nuclear power plant (NPP), given that it entered in a marginal state (2) after the earthquake occurrence, considering (solid line) and not considering (dashed line) the occurrence of aftershocks.

The two probability density functions show the same peaks with mean around 2.5, 22.2, 73.2 days, but in the case with aftershocks the probability values are lower for the first two peaks and higher for the third one than in the case without aftershocks. Thus, in the case with aftershocks, the probability that the recovery needs more time is higher; in addition, there is a small probability, i.e., around $10^{-6}$, that the recovery is carried out in more than 120 days, as illustrated in the zoom of Figure 23.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have significantly extended a system-of-systems framework previously proposed by the authors for the analysis of the risk of a critical plant (e.g., a nuclear power plant) from natural external events (e.g., earthquakes).

We have explicitly modelled the different parts of the system-of-systems into i) main inputs, i.e., the infrastructure systems devoted to provide the main supply for the safety of the nuclear power plant, ii) internal barriers, i.e., the internal emergency devices designed to automatically activate in emergency conditions, iii) external supports, i.e., the redundant infrastructure systems that can replace the main inputs and the internal barriers when they do not function, iv) the recovery supporting elements, i.e., the infrastructure systems that can be a support in the actions to keep or restore the safety of the plant.

We have adopted a multistate model distinguishing structural damage and functional performance of the individual components, that reflects into a multistate model of the system...
of systems based on different degrees of safety (risk, marginal and healthy) of the nuclear power plant.

We have represented the system of systems with a Goal Tree Success Tree – Dynamic Master Logic Diagram (GTST-DMLD) and we have used Monte Carlo simulation for the probabilistic evaluation of the safety of the nuclear power plant and its physical resilience, measured in terms of the time needed to restore the safety. In addition, we have included the impacts of aftershocks.

In particular, by exemplification of a case study concerning the seismic risk of a nuclear power plant, the following analyses have been carried out:

a. a comparison between the probabilities that the nuclear power plant enters in risk, marginal and healthy states calculated by multistate and binary state models: as expected, the probability to enter in a risk state is the same for both models, whereas the probability to be in a healthy state is lower for the multistate model that identifies (marginal) configurations of the system of systems that present criticalities because not satisfying safety margins;

b. a comparison of the previous probabilities (a.) considering also sequences of aftershocks that could further degrade the safety of the nuclear power plant. The multistate models evidences a higher probability that the nuclear power plant enters into a risk state (+ 0.2372) than the binary state model (+ 0.0170). Thus, it can capture the impact of the aftershocks that are almost neglected by the binary state model since the structural healthy state of the components is characterized by fragilities that are not much sensitive to small ground motion levels produced by aftershocks. Actually, the increased probability of the risk state is mainly (0.2334) due to the degradation of the marginal state that is more exposed to aftershocks than the healthy state;

c. a comparison of the probability density function (PDF) and the respective cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the time necessary to restore the healthy state of the nuclear power plant, given that the plant has entered in a marginal and risk state, and the recovery time of the marginal state given that the plant has entered in risk state, with the i) binary state model and ii) multistate model without considering the occurrence of the aftershocks:

   i) From the first comparison, it can be seen that the binary state model is less conservative than the multistate model in that it identifies a mean time to recover the healthy state lower than the one identified by the multistate model,
but higher than the one needed to recover a marginal state. On the contrary, the multistate model is capable of capturing the fact that a faster recovery to reach a safe condition is possible, but this condition is marginal with respect to the safety margins and a longer time is needed to arrive at a completely safe state, including the safety margins.

ii) From the second comparison, important differences cannot be seen in the recovery time distribution for fast recovery from risk states, e.g., from risk to marginal state, since, in this work, a component in risk state cannot further degrade into a worse state. A further development of the model will be done in the future to take into account the disturbance of the aftershocks for the components in risk state. On the contrary, the impact of aftershocks is evident in the recovery from a marginal state to healthy state since the components in state 2 can degrade to state 1 more than once during the total recovery. As a consequence, the time needed for the restoration of the healthy state increases considering the occurrence of aftershocks.

The results obtained, albeit performed on a simplified case study and under limiting assumptions, highlight that the multistate model is relevant to identify marginal conditions of safety of the critical plant that may turn into a risk state. This can be relevant for the decision making related to safety-critical issues when external events occur: a marginal condition may degrade to a risky one but this would not happen (or it would happen with very small probability, e.g., 0.0038 in the present case study) for a complete safe state that can mainly degrade to a marginal state. On the contrary, the binary state model does not allow these considerations since it does not distinguish different safety levels; in this case, a complete safe state can directly change into a risk state. However, this is not evident in the simulation: the healthy state turns into a risk state with probability 0.0170 (Section 4.3.1), as explained in the point b. above. Thus, the multistate model allows identifying criticalities that are hidden in a binary model and that can lead to an underestimation of the risk. The multistate model is more conservative than the binary state one; this can be seen also from the results related to the system resilience characteristics, where the time necessary to restore the complete safety is longer than that needed with a binary state model for most of the cases. However, as explained before, the complete safety of the binary state model hides criticalities and it can be affected by aftershocks. The multistate model, instead, shows that restoration of the marginal safety can occur in a shorter time; the faster recovery is associated with the awareness that
safety margins are not satisfied. These findings can help to improve the structural/functional responses of the critical elements of the alternative logic paths, for improving the global resilience of the system of systems so as to increase the safety of the critical plant. The multistate model is a valid support for achieving these goals, provided that the definition of the structural and functional limit states is carefully addressed. Future work will be devoted to apply the framework of analysis presented to a critical networked infrastructure and to consider advanced simulation techniques in order to render more efficient the computation.
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APPENDIX A. Qualities, parts and GTST-DMLD within a system-of-systems framework: an example

For illustration purpose, let us consider the main function $F^*$ of a critical plant $H$, i.e., the critical element $E$, achieved through the success of two principal functions, $F_1$ and $F_2$, where the former is in turn obtained by the combination of functions $F_{1,1}$ and $F_{1,2}$. In addition, we consider an auxiliary function $F_3$ that is not needed directly for achieving $F^*$, but it serves the function $F_2$. In the hierarchy, the function $F_3$ is represented in a parallel branch connected to $F^*$ by a dashed line (Figure A.1).

![Image](image.png)

*Figure A.1: Hierarchy of the qualities of the example proposed.*

Figure A.2 represents the graph of the components of this example with respect to the safety levels of Figure 2. The links show the relationship among the components; they are directed from an element to another dependent on it. The safety of a critical element $E$ (star) is assured by $A = 8$ systems divided into $n^{MI} = 1$ system of main inputs, $S^{(1)}$, $n^{IB} = 3$ internal barriers, $S^{(2)}$, $S^{(3)}$ and $S^{(4)}$, $n^{ES} = 2$ external supports, $S^{(5)}$ and $S^{(6)}$, $n^{RS} = 2$ recovery supporting elements, $S^{(7)}$ and $S^{(8)}$, represented in dashed oval shape. The components included in these systems are represented in solid oval shape. For example, the system $S^{(1)}$ is formed by 3 components ($S^{(1)}_1$, $S^{(1)}_2$, $S^{(1)}_3$), the system $S^{(2)}$ is composed by 1 component, $S^{(2)}_1$, and so on. Notice that there are some components that are directly connected to $E$, e.g., $S^{(1)}_3$ and $S^{(1)}_4$, and others that are connected to the components of other systems, e.g., $S^{(3)}_1$ is connected to $S^{(2)}_1$. The first type of components belongs to principal systems, whereas the latter one to the auxiliary systems, except for the recovery supporting elements that are considered apart from these systems for their role of recovery, as explained in Section 2.1. Each system $S^{(a)}$, $a = 1, \ldots, 8$, can be represented in the form of a hierarchy as illustrated in Figure A.3.
In Figure A.4, the GTST-DMLD of the example above is reported. The goal tree is the hierarchy of Figure A.1 and the success tree is composed by the hierarchies of Figure A.3. The dot- and square- dependencies detail the connections of the graph of Figure A.2 and connect the physical elements to the functions.
APPENDIX B. Seismic Probabilistic Risk Assessment

Since the exemplification of the modelling framework is done with reference to a nuclear power plant as critical plant and earthquakes as the external events, in Appendix B.1 some basic information on the procedure for Seismic Probabilistic Risk Assessment (SPRA) of a nuclear power plant is given; aftershocks are also considered (Appendix B.2).

B.1 Seismic risk

The risk on a system deriving from an earthquake (hereafter referred to as the main shock) is evaluated by a procedure of Seismic Probabilistic Risk Assessment (SPRA) that consists of three parts: i) Seismic Hazard Analysis, ii) Seismic Fragility Evaluation and iii) System Analysis [20].
The first part is aimed at computing the probabilities of occurrence of different levels of earthquake ground motion at a site of interest. It is traditionally developed as a Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis (PSHA) consisting of four procedural steps [20], [21], [22]:

1) Identification and characterization of the earthquake source;

2) Definition of the earthquake recurrence relationship, i.e., the annual frequency of occurrence of a given magnitude event for each source, typically described by the Gutenberg-Richter law [23]:

\[
\log(n_{\text{eq}}) = a - bm_{\text{eq}}
\]

(B.1)

where \( n_{\text{eq}} \) is the number of earthquakes with magnitude1 greater than \( m_{\text{eq}} \), and \( a \) and \( b \) are parameters obtained by data regression analysis [20], [21], [22]. This relation implies a double truncated distribution for the magnitude [26], [27]:

\[
F_M(m_{\text{eq}}) = \frac{1 - e^{-\beta(m_{\text{eq}} - m_{\text{eq}}^\text{min})}}{1 - e^{-\beta(m_{\text{eq}}^\text{max} - m_{\text{eq}}^\text{min})}}
\]

(B.2)

where \( \beta \) represents the relative frequency of smaller to larger events, and \( m_{\text{eq}}^\text{max} \) and \( m_{\text{eq}}^\text{min} \) are the upper and lower bounds of the magnitude, respectively, that avoid the high values which are unrealistic and the low values that are negligible.

3) Formulation of the ground motion attenuation relationship that identifies the ground motion value at the site of interest, e.g., the peak ground acceleration, given the source-to-site distance and the magnitude. The higher the distance from the source, the lower is the ground motion value. The following relationship described by [28] has been adopted in this paper:

\[
\log Z = C_1 + C_2m_{\text{eq}} + (C_3 + C_4m_{\text{eq}}) \ast \log(V^2 + C_5^2 + C_6S_S + C_7S_A + C_8F_N + C_9F_T + C_{10}F_O)
\]

(B.3)

where \( m_{\text{eq}} \) is the earthquake magnitude, \( r \) is the source-to-site distance, \( S_S \) and \( S_A \) represent the types of soil (soft, stiff or rock, when both variables are set to zero) and \( F_N, F_T \) and \( F_O \) describe the faulting mechanism (normal, thrust or odd). Equation B.3 has been derived by weighted regression analysis on a set of strong-motion records collected in Europe and in Middle Est [28].

4) Computation of the exceedance probability of ground motion in any time interval by analytical integration for each magnitude, distance and ground motion value.

1 The magnitude scale typically used is the moment magnitude defined by [24]. For medium size earthquakes it is similar to the Richter values [25].
The second part of the SPRA identifies the seismic capacity of a component in terms of its conditional probability of failure $f'$ for any given ground motion level $z'$ [20]:

$$f' = \Phi \left[ \frac{\log(z'/A_m) + \beta_r \Phi^{-1}(Q)}{\beta_u} \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (B.4)

where $Q$ is the subjective probability of not exceeding a fragility $f'$, $A_m$ is the median acceleration capacity, $\beta_r$ and $\beta_u$ are the logarithmic standard deviation due to randomness and to uncertainty in the median capacity, respectively. Considering different damage states of a component, “failure” means generically “degree of damage”: thus, the fragility is the conditional probability of exceeding a level of damage for any given ground motion level [29]. The damage states are therefore identified by the fragility curves. A fragility evaluation is carried out to provide the parameter values ($A_m$, $\beta_r$ and $\beta_u$) for the fragility model. This evaluation is performed for critical failure modes by considering safety margins inherent in capacity predictions, response analysis and equipment qualification [20]. Recent studies [30], [31] have been devoted to identifying methodologies for developing “aftershocks fragilities”, i.e., fragility curves for main shock-damaged structures that are initially in a given damage state due to the occurrence of an earthquake. Since the estimation of the fragility parameters is not the objective of the present work, in our evaluation we have assumed arbitrarily the parameter values to determine the damage states due to main shocks and aftershocks (see Section 4.1.1).

In the third part, the outputs of the hazard and fragility analyses are integrated to evaluate the impact of an external event to the system of interest [20]. In this work, we adopt a Goal Tree Success Tree – Dynamic Master Logic Diagram (GTST-DMLD) representation for the analysis of the impact on the system and Monte Carlo simulation for the quantitative evaluation. In extreme synthesis, Monte Carlo simulation is used for determining the state of each component of the system as a result of the impact of the external event on the component given its fragility in terms of its probability of exceeding different damage states for a given ground motion level. Then, the GTST-DMLD accounts for the dependencies among all the components and their states for determining the state of the entire system due to the impact of the external event. This part is described in detail in Section 3 and Appendix C.
B.2 Aftershocks

Aftershocks, small earthquakes that occur naturally after the main shock, can further degrade the conditions of a component or a system. In this work, we compute their impacts on the system of interest by the same SPRA procedure explained above for the earthquake (Appendix B.1).

According to Bath’s law [32], the difference, $\Delta$, between the magnitude of an earthquake, $m_{etq}$, and of its largest aftershock, $m_{af}^{max}$, is a constant, independent on the earthquake magnitude, and typically approximated to 1.2:

$$\Delta = m_{etq} - m_{af}^{max} = 1.2$$  \hspace{1cm} (B.5)

As for the earthquake, the recurrence relationship of aftershocks is described by the Gutenberg-Richter law (eq. B.1) and their magnitude, $m_{af}$, is still represented by the double truncated distribution of eq. B.2, computing the maximum magnitude, $m_{af}^{max}$, from eq. B.5 and defining a minimum magnitude, $m_{af}^{min}$, of interest.

The temporal decay activity of aftershocks follows the modified Omori’s law [33], [34]:

$$\lambda(t) = \frac{W}{(c + t)^p}$$  \hspace{1cm} (B.6)

where $\lambda(t)$ is the occurrence rate of aftershocks with magnitude greater than the minimum magnitude of aftershocks considered, $m_{af}^{min}$, $t$ is the time passed from the earthquake and $p$, $c$ and $W$ are parameters which depend on the geophysics of the environment. Assuming $p = 1$, as in the original formulation of the Omori’s law [35], and fixing the value of the parameter $c$, e.g., $c = 0.05$ [36], it is possible to identify the parameter $W$ comparing the integral of eq. B.6 in a time window $[0, T^*]$ (e.g., $[0, 365]$ days [36]) with the maximum number of aftershocks, $n_{af}^{max}$, that can occur in one year [36]:

$$\int_0^{T^*} \frac{W}{(c + t)^p} \, dt = n_{af}^{max},$$  \hspace{1cm} (B.7)

where $n_{af}^{max} = 10^{a - b \cdot m_{af}^{min}}$ from the Gutenberg-Richter law (eq. B.1).

Once that all the parameters of the occurrence rate $\lambda(t)$ are determined, the number of aftershocks in the intervals of time $[0, T_i]$, $T_i = 1, 2, \ldots, T^*$, can be computed by solving the integral of eq. B.7. Normalizing these values with respect to the maximum number of aftershocks, $n_{af}^{max}$, we can obtain the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the occurrence time of aftershocks.
In this work we have considered the occurrence of an earthquake of magnitude, $m_{eq}$, equal to 5.5 on the moment magnitude scale, followed by a sequence of aftershocks whose minimum moment magnitude value, $m_{min}^{af}$, is 3 (assumed) and the maximum, $m_{max}^{af}$, is 4.3 (computed by eq. B.5). We have fixed the parameter $b$ of the Gutenberg-Richter law to 1, since it can vary in the range $1 \pm 0.3$ [26], and we have computed the parameter $a$ of the same law by assuming $n_{af}^{eq} = 1$ with respect to the magnitude of the largest aftershock, $m_{max}^{af}$, i.e., by assuming that an aftershock that has a magnitude equal to that of the largest aftershock can occur once in a year. Then, given the parameters $a$ ($a = 4.3$) and $b$ we have obtained $n_{max}^{af} = 20$ from the Gutenberg-Richter law, considering the magnitude $m_{min}^{af}$. Assuming the parameters $p = 1$ [35] and $c = 0.05$ [36], we have determined the value of $W$ ($W = 2.25$) from eq. B.7 in a time window equal to $[0, 365]$ days. The CDF obtained is illustrated in Figure B.1.

![Figure B.1: Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the occurrence time of aftershocks.](image)

APPENDIX C. Monte Carlo simulation for Seismic Probabilistic Risk Assessment within a system-of-systems framework: operative steps

The simulation procedure consists of the following operative steps:

1. choose a value of earthquake magnitude and epicenter coordinates with respect to which the analysis is performed;
2. compute by eq. B.3 the ground acceleration value at each of the $\eta, \eta = 1, \ldots, L$, components in the last levels of the physical hierarchies of the systems $S^{(a)}, a = 1, \ldots, A$; $L$ is the total number of components of the system of systems;
3. compute the fragilities, \( \{ f \} \), for all the components of the system of systems by eq. B.4; \( \{ f \} \) is a matrix of \( 2 \times L \) values (two for each component), representing the conditional probability of exceeding a marginal \( (f_{1,\eta}, \eta = 1, \ldots, L) \) and risk \( (f_{2,\eta}, \eta = 1, \ldots, L) \) threshold;

4. sample a matrix of uniform random numbers in \([0,1)\) \( \{ u_{\eta}^{\nu} \} \), \( \nu = 1, \ldots, N_T, \eta = 1, \ldots, L \), where \( N_T \) is the number of simulations;

5. determine the structural multistate matrix \( \{ g_{j,\nu}^{\eta} \} \), \( j \in \{ 1, 2, 3 \}, \nu = 1, \ldots, N_T, \eta = 1, \ldots, L \), where \( j \) represents the structural state index, by comparing the matrix \( \{ u_{\eta}^{\nu} \} \), \( \nu = 1, \ldots, N_T, \eta = 1, \ldots, L \) with the fragility \( \{ f \} \): if \( u_{\eta}^{\nu} > f_{1,\eta} \), set \( g_{j,\nu}^{\eta} : j = 3 \); if \( f_{2,\eta} < u_{\eta}^{\nu} < f_{1,\eta} \) set \( g_{j,\nu}^{\eta} : j = 2 \); otherwise if \( u_{\eta}^{\nu} < f_{2,\eta} \), set \( g_{j,\nu}^{\eta} : j = 1 \) for \( \nu = 1, \ldots, N_T \) and \( \eta = 1, \ldots, L \). When \( g_{j,\nu}^{\eta} : j = 1 \), it means that in the \( \nu \)-th simulation the \( \eta \)-th component is strongly hit by the earthquake, i.e., it enters in a risk state; when \( g_{j,\nu}^{\eta} : j = 2 \), it means that in the \( \nu \)-th simulation the \( \eta \)-th component is slightly hit by the earthquake, i.e., it enters in a marginal state; otherwise, when \( g_{j,\nu}^{\eta} : j = 3 \), in the \( \nu \)-th simulation the \( \eta \)-th component survives the earthquake, i.e., it remains in a healthy structural state. Each row of the matrix \( g \) represents the states of the \( L \) system components in the \( \nu \)-th simulation;

6. determine the functional multistate matrix \( \{ z_{i,\nu}^{\eta} \} \), \( i \in \{ 1, 2, 3 \}, \nu = 1, \ldots, N_T, \eta = 1, \ldots, L \), where \( i \) represents the functional state index, on the basis of the relationships between the structural and functional states of component \( \eta \);

7. determine the state of the critical plant \( H \) by propagating through the GTST-DMLD the functional states at component level to the functional states at system-of-systems level. In doing so, the state of \( H \) is evaluated for each row of the matrix \( \{ g_{j,\nu}^{\eta} \}, j \in \{ 1, 2, 3 \}, \nu = 1, \ldots, N_T, \eta = 1, \ldots, L \), i.e., for each configuration of the system sampled. A vector \( \{ h_{\nu} \} \) is then recorded, whose element \( h_{\nu}, \nu = 1, \ldots, N_T, \) assumes value 1, 2 or 3 when the critical plant \( H \) is in a risk, marginal or healthy state, respectively;

8. estimate the probability of the critical plant \( H \) of being in a risk, marginal or healthy state by computing the sample average of the values of the elements of the \( N_T \) –dimensional vector \( \{ h_{\nu} \} \), \( \nu = 1, \ldots, N_T \);

9. for each \( \nu \)-th simulation of the system sampled that turns the critical plant \( H \) in an unsafe or marginal state, evaluate the recovery time \( (RT_H) \) by the following steps:
   a. set the current time, \( t_{\text{curr}} \), equal to zero in correspondence of the earthquake occurrence and initialize the counter \( q \) equal to 1;
b. initialize the vectors of the time, \( t^H \), and the functional state, \( z^H_i \), of the critical plant \( H \) as \( t^H(q) = t^{\text{curr}} \) and \( \{z^H(q); i = h_r\} \), respectively;

c. compute the number of aftershocks, \( \eta_{\text{max}}^{af} \), that will occur with a magnitude higher than a given threshold, \( m_{\text{min}}^{af} \), and lower than the maximum possible \( m_{\text{max}}^{af} \) (eq. B.5) by eq. B.1; sample their magnitude, \( m^{af} \), from eq. B.2 and their time of occurrence from the cumulative distribution function of Figure B.1;

d. sample a vector \( RT_\eta, \eta = 1, \ldots, L \), of recovery times of the components that are in state 1 or 2, from the respective probability density functions (PDFs) and set to infinite (i.e., a very large value) the recovery time of the components in state 3. If the component \( \eta = 1, \ldots, L \), is in state 1, it can reach both the state 2 and the state 3. In this case, sample the two recovery times and choose the lower. Save then a vector \( g^{\text{next}}_\eta, j \in \{1, 2, 3\}, \eta = 1, \ldots, L \), of structural states in which the components will enter if the recovery is carried out.

e. While the critical plant \( H \) does not turn into a healthy state \( \{z^H_i(q); i = 3\} \), perform the following steps:

   i. evaluate the vector \( RT^\sum_\eta, \eta = 1, \ldots, L \), that is equal to \( RT_\eta, \eta = 1, \ldots, L \), when the functional state of the road accesses to component \( \eta \) in state 1 and 2 is in a state 3, i.e., the accesses are available; whereas, it is the sum of the recovery times of the road accesses and of the component, when the road accesses are not available;

   ii. identify the minimum recovery time, \( RT^{\text{min}} \), of the vector \( RT^\sum_\eta, \eta = 1, \ldots, L \);

   iii. evaluate if aftershocks have occurred in the interval \( t^{\text{int}} = [t^{\text{curr}}, t^{\text{curr}} + RT^{\text{min}}] \). If no, go to the following step iv.; otherwise, go to step v.;

   iv. update the structural state vector \( g^\eta_j, j \in \{1, 2, 3\}, \eta = 1, \ldots, L \), for the component \( \eta \) that has performed the transition with the corresponding index \( j \) of the vector \( g^{\text{next}}_\eta, j \in \{1, 2, 3\}, \eta = 1, \ldots, L \). If the component \( \eta \) enters in a state 2, sample a new recovery time for \( \eta \) and update that value in the vector \( RT_\eta \). For all other components, reduce the recovery time of the quantity equal to \( RT^{\text{min}} \) since the recovery of all the components proceeds at the same time. Then, update the functional state vector \( \{z^\eta_i\}, i \in \{1, 2, 3\}, \eta = 1, \ldots, L \), and evaluate the state of
the critical plant $H$ as in step 7., identifying the value $h^{new}$, $h^{new} \in \{1, 2, 3\}$. Set $q = q+1$, $t^H(q) = RT^\min$ and $\{z^H_i(q); i = h^{new}\}$; Return to step e.

v. consider the first aftershock that occurs in the interval $I^{int}$ and evaluate its impact on the structural states of the components $\eta$, $\eta = 1, \ldots, L$, by steps 4. and 5. for the first row of the matrix $u$, i.e., for one simulation;

- if the aftershock changes the state of one or more components, consider the new vectors of structural and functional state, $\{g_{j,v}^\eta\}$ and $\{z_{i,v}^\eta\}$, respectively, and update the vector $RT^\eta$, sampling the recovery time of the components $\eta$ that have changed structural state. Update the vector $g^\eta_{j,v}$, $j \in \{1, 2, 3\}$, $\eta = 1, \ldots, L$, with the new structural state in which the components will enter if their recovery is carried out. Set $q = q+1$, $t^H(q) = t^af - t^curr$ and set $t^urr = t^af$. Return to step e.i.;

- otherwise, perform again step e.v., evaluating the impact of the following aftershock that occurs in the interval $I^{int}$; if there are no other aftershocks in the interval $I^{int}$, the recovery of the component $\eta$ associated with the minimum recovery time $RT^\min$ (step e.ii.) is carried out. Return to step e.iv.;

f. if the critical plant $H$ was in state 1 ($h_v = 1$), save the time needed to recover the safety from state 1 to state 2 ($RT^{(1\rightarrow2)}_H$), from state 2 to state 3 ($RT^{(2\rightarrow3)}_H$) and from state 1 to state 3 ($RT^{(1\rightarrow3)}_H$); if the critical plant $H$ was in state 2, save the time needed to recover the safety from state 2 to state 3 ($RT^{(2\rightarrow3)}_H$);

g. repeat the steps 9.a. – 9.g. $N_{RT}$ number of times (e.g., $N_{RT} = 4000$);

10. save the recovery time for all the configurations from states 1 and 2, and obtain the empirical probability density functions and corresponding cumulative distribution functions.